
LCHL - RULES 
 

 
 
SCDNR GAME LAWS, STATE FIREARM LAWS and FEDERAL GAME LAWS 
 

If you violate any SCDNR game laws, state firearm laws or federal game laws while hunting here at LCHL. We will immediately 
notify South Carolina DNR and you’re subject to prosecution at your own expense. LCHL will also immediately terminate 
your hunt without refunding any paid fees. 
 

1. If you shine any artificial lights around the hunting area or at game; Shining is illegal in South Carolina. 
 

2. If you shoot at, wound or kill animals that are not in season or illegal to harvest per SCDNR or Federal Game Laws. 
 

3. If you shoot at, wound or harvest more animals than you’re allowed per SCDNR. 
 

4. If you harvest a deer and don’t have the proper deer tag(s) per the SCDNR. 
 

5. If you under the influence of alcohol or controlled substance during the hunt or while at the shooting range. This is 
a violation of the South Carolina Firearms Laws: Section 23-31-400. Definitions; unlawful use of firearm: violations. 
Subsection (B) It is unlawful for a person who is under the influence of alcohol or a controlled substance to use a 
firearm in this State. 
Subsection (C) A person who violates the provisions of subsection (B) is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon 
conviction, must be fined not less than two thousand dollars or imprisoned not more than two years. 
 

 
 

LOW COUNTRY HUNTING LODGE RULES 
 

If you violate any of the below listed Rules; LCHL will immediately terminate your hunt without refunding any paid fees. 
 

1. If you shoot at, wound or harvest more animals than you’re allowed per LCHL’s harvest limits. 
− Includes shooting into packs/groups of hogs! 

 

2. If you attempt to shoot at a second animal during your sit and refuse to pay the additional $500 fee. 
− No Exceptions will be made! The fee will be charged for the second Kill, second Missed Shot or second 

Wounded Non-Recoverable Deer or Hog. 
 

3. If you harvest a Buck under LCHL’s minimum of 6-points or better and refuse to pay the $500 fine. 
 

4. If you harvest a Fawn or Button Buck and refuse to pay the $500 fine. 
 

5. If you have any unsafe gun handling. 
− Having a loaded firearm while not on stand, discharging a firearm anywhere but on stand, having a closed 

bolt or inserted magazine while not on stand. 
 

6. No handguns allowed. 
− For liability and safety reasons we do not allow hunters to carry handguns while hunting or on the recovery. 

 

7. If you are under the influence of alcohol prior to going out for the hunt you will not be allowed to hunt.  
− Under no circumstances will excessive drinking/drunkenness be tolerated! 

 

8. If you are drinking an alcoholic beverage while on stand. 
− It is a violation of the South Carolina Firearms Laws: Section 23-31-400, Subsection (B) and Subsection (C). 

 

9. If you get out of the stand or blind during the hunt. 
− Due to liability and safety reasons all hunters must remain in the stand during the hunt. 

 

10. No smoking in the hunting areas. 
− We keep our stands/hunting areas as scent free as humanly possible. 

 


